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DARTON continues to revolutionize Compound Bow Technology 
with the introduction of the Dual Sync TEMPEST e Series!

2019 TEMPEST e Series

Learn more about DARTON Archery, the Leader in Archery Technology for over 50 Years, and the 
e-Cam System online at www.DartonArchery.com/ecam and  join us on facebook!

DARTON expands on the use of the patented equalizer cable system, 
introduced last year on the Spectra e, to include the TEMPEST e Series 
bows. This is the closest thing you can get to a totally balanced  
shooting system, next only to the DARTON Vegas. 

> The adjustable draw modules and positive limb stop gives the shooter 
complete control of their draw length and let-off. In addition to this, 
replaceable draw stop tabs are available for the modules. 

> The split yoke system that anchors on the axles, outboard of the limbs, 
totally equalize/stabilize the limbs and reduces the load on the cam 
bearings. 

> The TEMPEST e Series now includes the new DARTON Acura Cable 
Slide that produces a smoother draw cycle because its unique design 
allows the cables to align themselves correctly throughout the draw 
cycle. Couple all of this to the very successful riser and limb design used 
with previous TEMPEST models and you have a bow that deserves your 
attention.

If you want less shooter fatigue from a bow, but still want 
over-the-top forgiveness, shootability, and performance, the 
TEMPEST e Series should be your choice!

> TEMPEST e-Target SPECIFICATIONS:
SPEED: 310-315 FPS  |  AXLE-TO-AXLE: 37 1/4”
BRACE HEIGHT: 5 5/16”  |  MASS WEIGHT: 4.0 LBS.
DRAW LENGTHS (80-85%): 26”-31”  w/adjustable Target Modules
DRAW WEIGHTS: 40, 50, 60, 70  |  LET-OFF: 70 or 85% (adjustable)

> TEMPEST e-3D SPECIFICATIONS:
SPEED: 320-325 FPS  |  AXLE-TO-AXLE: 36”
BRACE HEIGHT: 6 1/2”  |  MASS WEIGHT: 3.9 LBS.
DRAW LENGTHS (80-85%): 25”-30”  w/adjustable 3D Modules
DRAW WEIGHTS: 40, 50, 60, 70  |  LET-OFF: 85% (adjustable)

>  AVAILABLE RISER COLORS: Black*, Red*, Blue*, White*, Purple*  
- *Available with black or white limbs. 
Black w/OD Green, Highlander Camo, Typhon Camo


